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“Most of us realize, when we are not too scared to look at it, that we are very 
lonely people. We don’t know why or how it happens, but even in our own fami-
lies, even among our friends, and even with a boyfriend or girlfriend, we often feel 
isolated and lonely. Even in the most intimate relationship with somebody, we 
are thinking about ourselves, our fears of being abandoned, our insecurities. The 
result is even more loneliness, more dependency on people and things, and the 
suffering that comes from all that. We have made such a habit of all this fear and 
suffering, we forget, or have never been taught, that these habits, biological and 
cultural as well as personal habits, can be changed. It is true we have inherited ag-
gressive survival and territorial instincts from our ancestors, the animals we once 
were; but our brains also have the intelligence to decide when those are appropri-
ate and when to change our behavior...     
     
If you don’t understand your own thinking, whatever you do think has little 
meaning. Without knowledge of your own biases and the impediments of bio-
logical or personal prejudice, without understanding your fears, your hurt, your 
anger, without the ability to see through and beyond them, all your thinking, all 
your relationships will be fogged or skewed. After all, self-knowledge is the basis 
for relationship.”

J. Krishnamurti – What Are You Looking For?
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Head of School
Oak Grove’s academic program emphasizes critical and 
creative thinking to solve complex problems and the 
ability to collaborate with others, which requires clear 
communication, flexibility, cultural sensitivity, and deep 
listening skills. Throughout Oak Grove’s curricular and 
co-curricular programs, students are immersed in a 
rich learning environment of observation, inquiry, self-
reflection, understanding through relationship, aesthetics, 
attention, metacognition, citizenship, and environmental 
stewardship.

The skills employers and world leaders now seek are the 
capacity to resolve complicated situations with an ability 
to negotiate on a global level, often through conflicting 
cultural, social, and political ideology. People must have the 
ability to synthesize discordant ideas because the world’s 
interdependence is rapidly widening, and these are skills that 
cannot be performed by a computer.  

For children to grow aware of, even resistant to, further 
conditioning, they must feel safe and understood. They 
must be able to ask practical and perennial questions alike, 
engage in rigorous intellectual explorations, and nurture 
the awareness of being sensitive to the world outside them, 
as well as the world within. Once we understand our own 
thinking, we are able to see how that thinking may guide our 
actions.

At Oak Grove, however, we are not educating our students 
to be of benefit to their future employers. We offer this kind 
of education so that our students will develop a learning 
mind and psychological wholeness, which will benefit all of 
humanity.

Krishnamurti once said, “A school, through its students, 
should bring a blessing to the world.”  This is a radical idea, 
and at its core, Oak Grove is a radical school. 

Jodi Grass
Head of School

Executive Director
A crucial aspect of the Foundation’s mission is the 
dissemination of Krishnamurti’s teachings to humanity at 
large. Dissemination includes the wide accessibility of in-
print and online material (text and video) to anyone in the 
world. The audience includes not only those already familiar 
with Krishnamurti’s work but, perhaps more importantly, 
those who may not yet have come across it. 
  
The staff of the Krishnamurti Center have formulated a 
comprehensive dissemination plan to be implemented over 
the next two years. This is a new initiative that is being 
undertaken over and beyond our existing dissemination-
related activities, and it has been made possible through your 
generous financial support.  The emphasis here is on reaching 
relatively newer and younger audiences, and the focus is on 
content that highlights the many questions and issues brought 
up by K, as opposed to material about K. A significant part 
of the activity will incorporate the use of social media. We 
have hired some new staff members who will be dedicated to 
managing this effort and designing campaigns.

Last month we launched a new book titled What Are You 
Looking For? You can find more information about this book 
in this issue of the Foundation Focus. The book addresses an 
important aspect of Krishnamurti’s teachings: When we 
engage in the activity of seeking the “truth”, are we actually 
chasing after our own projections of what constitutes truth? 
In places, K makes statements such as the following: To find 
truth, you have to stop seeking.

At the time of this writing, most COVID-related restrictions 
have been lifted. Our Center and Retreat in Ojai is open 
to the public. Various in-person programs have resumed. 
Further information about these programs is contained in 
this issue of the Foundation Focus.

Jaap Sluijter 
Executive Director
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S E C T I O N  O N E

People: Person To 
Person
1.   What Is Relationship?
2.   Love, Sex, and Relationship
3.   Boyfriends and Girlfriends
4.   Abstinence and Chastity
5.   Marriage and Friendship
6.   Teachers, School, Education, 
      and You
7.   Parents, Society, and You
8.   Relationship to Oneself

S E C T I O N  T W O

Society And Your 
Relationships
9.   Society and You
10. What Is True Religion?
11. Government, Army, 
      and the Law
12. Race, Culture, Country
13. You and the World

S E C T I O N  T H R E E

What Is The Purpose 
Of Life?
14.  What Is Life?
15.  Your Relationship to 
       Nature, Animals, the 
       Whole Earth
16.  God, the Universe, the 
       Unknown

Krishnamurti Foundation Publications is a global initiative of the Krishnamurti 
Foundations located in America, England, Spain, and India whose purpose 
is the dissemination of the works of J. Krishnamurti through collaboration 
with translators, Publishers, and various committees around the world.  
Krishnamurti has been translated into over 60 languages, with new translations 
being completed every year. 

What Are You Looking For?
What Are You Looking For? Is a new edition of the previously titled Relationships; 
To Oneself, To Others, To the World. The book was re-designed and released by Rider 
Books. This book is the second in the series of re-editions from Rider Books, which 
started in 2018 with What Are You Doing With Your Life?

What Are You Looking For? is a compilation of short excerpts from Krishnamurti’s 
talks with a focus on the theme of relationships. The short excerpts make it a great 
introductory book for someone new to Krishnamurti’s work, and also appeals to 
familiar readers with an interest in exploring the various aspects of the theme of 
relationships in Krishnamurti’s work.

Partnering with Publishers like Rider Books and collaborating closely with them 
on design and distribution allows the foundations to ensure Krishnamurti books 
are well positioned in the market to be available to the widest audience. Over the 
past few years, we have noticed a significant increase in the sales of titles like this, 
with an appeal to new and younger readers.

Order now: store.kfa.org/looking

C O N T E N T S :

C O R Y  F I S H E R   |   A R C H I V I S T  &  R I G H T S  M A N A G E R



We are happy to announce that the center, the library, 
bookstore and Pepper Tree Retreat have fully reopened.  
In the past 3 weeks we have seen an influx of guests 
coming to enjoy the peace and quiet, as well as tours of the 
campus led by Michael Krohnen.  It has been wonderful 
to see so many new and old faces again.  Our new opening 
hours for the library are Tues-Fri 10:30-2:30 and Sat/Sun 
10:00-5:00.

With the easing of restrictions we had our very first in-person 
program on June 13th.  Twelve participants and 2 facilitators 
came together for a week of inquiry and exploration.  Though 
we will only be offering one other in-person program for the 
remainder of 2021, we are aiming to return to offering one 
in-person program every month starting in 2022.  This will be 
on top of the monthly online program which we will continue 
to offer.

Re-Opening
K R I S H N A M U R T I  C E N T E R  I N  O J A I

Isolation and Loneliness
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, January 11 - Friday, January 15, 2021

The Trap of Pleasure & Entertainment
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, February 15 – Friday, February 19, 2021

Actuality and Ourselves
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, March 15 – Friday, March 19, 2021

Attention: The ‘Be All’ and ‘End All’
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, April 5 – Friday, April 9, 2021

An Exploration of Hurt in Our Lives
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, April 19 – Friday, April 23, 2021

Online May Gathering
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Saturday, May 1 – Sunday, May 2, 2021

The Never-Ending Cycle of Becoming
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, August 2 - Friday, August 6, 2021

Understanding Krishnamurti: An Inquiry into the 
Nature of Thought
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Mon-Wed-Fri-Mon-Wed, August 16, 18, 20, 23, 25

Can Time End? 1st Session
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, September 13 - Friday, September 17, 2021

Inquiring Into Our Inner Movement
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, October 4 - Friday, October 8, 2021

Death and Rebirth Beyond Time
I N - P E R S O N  P R O G R A M

Sunday, October 10 - Sunday, October 17, 2021

Can Time End? 2nd Session
O N L I N E  P R O G R A M

Monday, November 8 - Friday, November 12, 2021

For more information visit kfa.org/events
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The residential scholar/student program provides a unique opportunity 
to live on the Foundation’s idyllic and quiet grounds, while working to 
support the KFA in a variety of ways, including facilities maintenance, 
providing breakfast for Pepper Tree Retreat guests, and cooking lunch 
for Foundation staff. Jay Scott reflects on this year’s program:

Residential Scholar/Student Program
J A Y  S C O T T  |  R E S I D E N T I A L  S C H O L A R / S T U D E N T

My journey to the Residential Scholar/
Student Program at KFA goes back a 
while.

When I was 13 and 14 I learned 
psychology at school with a great teacher 
named Lou O’Neil. He taught me about 
conditioning and about owning my own 
stuff. I could talk about anything on my 
mind and we’d look at it together. He had 
lived in Oceanside and he used to travel 
to Ojai to hear Krishnamurti speak. He 
and K had a conversation once. So in that 
way I was getting Krishnamurti when I 
was young. Lou has been a healer in the 
lives of so many people. 

Krishnamurti was an investigative 
journalist of the self. He was fearless. 
He would ask any question and 
fearlessly welcome the answer to 
come. He was put in charge of a large 
religious organization and he dissolved 
it. The integrity in that rings today.

I grew up with religion which was 
very controlling in my life. When I 
was young I didn’t know to question 
it or to pay attention to my feelings. I 
study Krishnamurti so I can dissolve 
that conditioning, and see who I am 
without any conditioning.

Krishnamurti taught me that man 
created god in his image, that god 
is built of thought, and god is total 
disorder. God is simply what people 
want to be.

I’m interested in learning more of the 
architecture of the mind. Krishnamurti 
teaches me what all human minds have 
in common, and this saves me a lot of 
time in my own inquiry. I comb through 
his recordings picking up ways to be 
better and faster at self-inquiry.

I’m an emotional person and I love 
what K says about observing emotions 
without searching or analysis or will 
or time. I always moved away from 
emotions I didn’t like. I didn’t know to 
purely observe them in first generation. 
Krishnamurti teaches me to watch 
them like a precious jewel; to read the 
story of the hurt; and grow by love 
instead of hardness.

I learned from Krishnamurti to pay 
closer attention to specifically fear 
and desire, and that in paying closer 
attention to them I would be free from 
their influence.

I’m using this program here to absorb 
the teachings, inquire into the self, and 
dissolve conditioning- so it doesn’t run 
my life.

This is a self-guided program, requiring 
self-motivation. It’s a transformational 
research project for those who want it. 
I’m grateful for the opportunity to study 
K’s message seriously here. Thank you.

For more information visit kfa.org/rsp



New Krishnamurti Center
O C C I D E N T A L ,  C A

During this COVID period, we have 
been working hard to get this new 
center ready to open in September 
this year.  The place is built in such 
a way that makes it conducive for 
dialogues, programs, and meditation. 
As you can see in the pictures, it is 
absolutely gorgeous, and the gardens 
are exceptional.

We’ll be announcing the opening of 
this center in our e-newsletter as we 
approach the date of the event.

The following is an excerpt of an  
interview with James Lee Dixon ( Jim) 
that took place in the great hall of 
this estate, only a few months before 
he passed away. This interview was 
conducted by Jaap Sluijter.

JAAP: What stood out for me today 
was when you started talking about 
when you had your meeting with 
Krishnamurti—which was not really 
an interview but more a kind of 
sitting together and exploring things. 
Would you be willing to recapitulate 
that?

JIM: So, a few years before the talk I 
had with Krishnamurti, I had had a 
kind of classic kundalini experience in 
which the mind for a while was wiped 
clean of thinking, and everything was 
immediate and fresh. But I didn’t feel, 
as I looked at it after several years, 
that I was understanding anything any 

better than I had before. So I began to 
wonder if it was really very different 
from just taking a drug trip.

I brought that up to Krishnamurti. I 
talked briefly about it; I didn’t want to 
dwell on the details. And he nodded a 
few times for many things that I had 
said. Then he said, “Sir, when you walk 
along a garden path, you see something 
beautiful; nonetheless, you don’t spend 
your life  there.”

I said, “I have started thinking that 
these extraordinary energies that I 
had felt maybe had a more proper 
expression in the realm of healing. I’d 
seen from other experiments I had 
done that I had some capacity to help 
people in that way.” So I talked about 
that briefly. 

He didn’t talk a lot in the whole 
interview; he merely nodded, said yes 
or no. Occasionally, he made flights 
into extended verbal expression. And 
in this case, he said, “Sir, in regard to 
these occult phenomena and healing 
and transmission...” He just touched 
on a few common things, and he then 

There are several Krishnamurti Centers in India, one in England, and one in Ojai, 
California. A close friend of the KFA, James Lee Dixon, passed away last year, and 
he left his estate to the Foundation, specifically for the purposes of creating a center 
in Occidental, situated in the mountains north of San Francisco.



said, “You don’t have to listen to what 
I say. After all, only a fool gives advice. 
And yet, might I say, sir, with respect 
to these matters of healing, energy 
exchange, all these activities—and 
again, you don’t have to listen to what 
I say, and yet if I might, sir, be so bold 
as to say in regard to these matters: I 
can’t begin to tell you how much you’ve 
already injured yourself—a terrible 
harm you had done. So, might I say, sir, 
in respect to these matters: DON’T!”

Then he said, “You understand what I 
said?” I said, “I certainly heard you.” He 
said, “Because, sir, what is important is 
to find out if you’re one of those with 
whom love wishes to dwell.”

JAAP: If you were one of those with 
whom love wishes to dwell.

JIM: “Because, sir, if that can happen, 
then without intention, without motive, 
wherever you go, whatever you do, then 
what needs to take place will take place, 
and you become a vision for all.”

JAAP: So, how did you understand 
what Krishnamurti was saying?

JIM: I understood exactly what he said 
to me.



Oak Grove School
T H E  E N D  O F  A  Y E A R

CULMINATING EVENTS PLAY AN IMPORTANT 
ROLE FOR STUDENTS OF ALL AGES AT OAK GROVE

The final days of the 2020-21 academic school year included many 
culminating activities. The eighth graders went on their Rite of 
Passage trip to Pine Mountain. High School seniors presented their 
Gateways, in which each delivered a TED talk-like presentation 
sharing their capstone Pathless Project while reflecting on questions 
like, “How did my Oak Grove education encourage me to challenge 
my assumptions and/or take risks?” The sixth graders sponsored an 
open-air art show and poetry reading; kindergarten students passed 
through a flower archway to symbolize their passage to elementary 
school; fifth graders were gifted a ceremonial daily planner to mark 
their transition from elementary to middle school; seniors enjoyed a 
final dinner at Pine Cottage, Krishnamurti’s home; and each of our 
eighth grade and twelfth grade students were the keynote speakers at 
their graduation ceremonies. Below are two of those speeches. 

VIOLET – EIGHTH GRADE

Everyone has an escape. A state that they slip into when the world turns gray, when the night feels long, when a cat doesn’t 
come back, when the tears won’t stop. I have always had this place. My escape is a page. The other world waiting to be explored, 
thousands of stories, thousands of places all sitting on my bookshelf ready to whisk me away. As a child, you could always find 
me there. My head tucked into a fan of wrinkled pages, my hands folding a piece of colored paper, my eyes fixed on a journal 
page watching words drip from my black ballpoint pen. I also loved to sing. If you had seen me twirling round and round on my 
back porch singing words but in a secret language, you would wonder: what is she singing about? I sang of my escape. 

As I grew older, my escape began to change. The imagination running through my bones not only produced creativity, new 
worlds, and realities but a blanket of stress and worry that is still draped over me. Living in the present moment is hard for me. 
Even as I laugh, feet bouncing on the volleyball court, shoulders relaxed, even as I lie in bed, drowning myself in the soothing 
tone of an audiobook, eyes closed on the brink of sleep, there is still a small part of me that isn’t there. That is drifting through 
possible realities, possible mistakes, possible and impossible outcomes. They only really disappear once I have passed them. 
This year has been a whirlwind of change. Full of new people, new places, full of uncertainty, and an unknown future. But as I 
stand here, leaving behind a chapter of my life and entering a new one, I am not afraid. To say that I am not nervous would be 
a lie, but for the first time, no part of me is somewhere else. No part of me is wandering the sea of possibilities, no part of me is 
attempting to escape, no part of me is slipping into a page, losing reality in a row of words. I used to think that staying anchored 
in the present was the only way to stay sane. But these last few weeks have been all about the future, where we are going, high 
school, what we will need, knowledge, and to soak up these last few weeks, because in the blink of an eye tomorrow will be 
today, and today will be a memory. 

Oak Grove isn’t just a place, it is a feeling. Joy as a soccer ball whizzes towards me, calm as the shade of an oak tree cools my 
skin, love as a tender arm is draped around me, excitement as the air buzzes with new voices, sadness as I picture leaving these 
feelings behind. Sometimes I find my breath taken away by the beauty of the place around me. But these places, these memories, 
the reaching tree just to the side of the green field, the dusty square pressed with grooves from the rows of chairs and desks that 
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we sat with, the hidden meadow, up the road halfway, but not all the way, follow the path through the dead grass 
– they are not all that I will remember. 

This place we call Oak Grove, more just a feeling, a people. The first day I visited Oak Grove, there is one thing 
I can clearly remember. Beyond the classroom I sat in, walls filled with stories, the cluttered table that somehow 
made me feel at home, the maze of winding paths. Beyond all of it, our teachers. Not Mr. or Mrs., like all of the 
teachers I had known before. That single name, that one word that rolls right off my tongue, that feeling that they 
are free of the need to state their control. No Mr. for authority, no label of superiority; I am still amazed at how 
much this one thing changed me. Connection.

Here, I am free of an escape. These people don’t push me away. They draw me in. These places don’t make me 
tremble, they give me strength. These memories are not hazy or half there. They are complete. Looking forward, 
high school rushes towards me like a fast-approaching horizon. I am ready.

IAN – TWELFTH GRADE

Ian Jayanetti is one of eight members of the Jayanetti family who have attended Oak Grove School, and the fourth to 
graduate from Oak Grove. Next year, Ian’s sister Julia will be the fifth to graduate. The Jayanetti family is from Brazil and 
has a long-standing, historical interest in the teachings of Krishnamurti. Below is an excerpt from Ian’s speech.

Where do I go from here? That’s a question that, for me, has been a struggle to answer. Not in the conventional 
sense; I know where I am going to college, and I know what major I will pursue. No, I mean in a more internal 
sense, for myself. How will I adapt as a person to the changes that are coming at me like a freight train?

When I first started high school in Brazil, I went through a rough period in my life where I struggled with self-
image issues. I went into a head-space where I constantly felt like I wasn’t good enough, that my friends didn’t 
really enjoy my company and simply tolerated my presence, and there was a point where I rarely wanted to leave my 
house. I spent my days, literally from the time I woke up to the time I went to bed, reading as a form of escapism. 

Because of this experience, I’m really glad to be where I am right now, back at this school for my junior and senior 
years. I remember being at Oak Grove for a 
few years when I was younger. I remember 
being in the fourth grade classroom, looking 
at the high school seniors walking by. It felt 
so distant then, but deep down, I knew that 
one day I would be up here graduating from 
Oak Grove, too. So after I had to leave, it 
felt like the rhythm of my life had been 
interrupted. Now, I’m incredibly grateful to 
be here today.

… And it wouldn’t be possible without 
the scholarship support from Oak Grove. 
It wouldn’t be possible without my mom 
always being there for me. It wouldn’t be possible without my extended family supporting us on our journey here. 
And it wouldn’t be possible without my dad having sold his car so we could afford to come back to the United 
States, to Ojai, so I could attend this school. I am eternally grateful.

It feels bittersweet to be done. High school, middle school, elementary school, they all feel coherent, as if they were 
just the next step, but college has always felt different to me. It has always felt like a new chapter, like a whole new 
season of the sitcom of life. 

Watch all the speeches at: oakgroveschool.org/grads



Archives
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One of the challenges in maintaining 
an archive is the problem of long 
term preservation. The Krishnamurti 
Archives are composed of a vast array 
of text, audio, and video recordings 
on various media formats. Whenever 
possible, the original recording media 
has been preserved while the recordings 
have been migrated onto updated 
storage media as the technologies 
advanced. 

Of course, now, not only are the 
physical media preserved but the 
recordings they contain have been 
digitized and are now saved on a 
large digital server. Migration and 
duplication are some of the techniques 

The Krishnamurti Archive is the repository of original material 
pertaining to the teachings of Krishnamurti. This includes 
handwritten manuscripts, letters, photographs, original audio and 
video recordings, and related materials. Its mission is to preserve the 
teachings of Krishnamurti as they were written and spoken, without 
distortion or interpretation. The Archive also exists to give scholars 
and others doing research access to original documents.

of preserving the recordings to 
ensure the information they contain 
is maintained and retrievable in the 
future. 

However, both physical and 
digital formats have limitations 
in terms of life-expectancy of the 
material, and ease of retrievability 
of the information as formats and 
technologies evolve. All media 
formats require specific technologies 
or equipment to extract the 
information they contain. Physical 
media, whether it be film, audio tape, 
or video recordings, require specific 
equipment to transform the media 
into a legible signal. Digital media 

can be even more complicated, since 
not only hardware to hold digital 
information is required, but the 
correct operating systems and digital 
softwares are required to access 
specific file types to convert them 
into legible information.  

This is the work of an archive, not only 
to preserve media, but also ensure 
that the information that the media 
contains is retrievable, since this is 
where the true value of the media 
exists. 

This year, the KFA Archive is 
conducting a feasibility study 
to better understand the newest 
technologies that enable ultra-long 
term preservation of information in a 
maximally retrievable format.  Because 
of the advancement of printing 
technology, it is now possible to print 
images of text in extremely small 
yet very high-resolution text, which 
enables information to be preserved on 
highly stable materials that can be read 
using only magnification, bypassing 
the need for special equipment to 
convert the stored information into 
legible content. 

Some newer technologies in this 
field are estimating that specifically 
formulated materials could preserve 
printed material for over 10,000 
years, even in unfavorable climate 
conditions. We are excited about 
the possibility of utilizing these 
new technologies to ensure that the 
transcripts of Krishnamurti’s talks 
are preserved and retrievable in the 
distant future.



At times there seems to be something 
we are missing as we go through our 
lives, something we do not quite see or 
get in some way. It occurred to me that 
this might be something so simple 
that we are constantly overlooking it: 
simply relaxing into who and what 
we already are, in all of our seeming 
limitations. 

What does this actually mean? It 
appears not to be something we can 
pursue or bring about as a result, but 
instead is the coming to an end of 
something ongoing inwardly. And 
this coming to an end itself may 
be simply the noticing of all the 
conditioning moving automatically in 
the background so to speak, that says 
we need to be something other than 
what we seem to be. 

Our tendency is to assume that this 
noticing is also missing and requires 
something else to be put in place for 
it to happen. Is this true, or does this 
simply reflect the same conditioning 
again moving?

It is often uncomfortable to be the 
movement of conditioning that is 
happening within us in some given 
moment. This discomfort tends to 
be a problem for us, something to be 
avoided. Does avoiding discomfort 
actually work? Escaping psychological 
discomfort might be simply a 
continuation of the same conditioning. 

Perhaps our difficulty lies in taking 
all of this movement of should and 
shouldn’t, of judging and reinforcing 
etc, as if what it is saying is the absolute 

truth, how things are. Perhaps we are 
attached to it in some way, believing 
the whole story. What might it mean 
if this entire movement turns out to be 
automatic, happening unconsciously?

If true, we might not know who or 
what we actually are. Perhaps this is 
part of our difficulty.

If there is nothing else to be, there may be 
nothing actually to fear psychologically. 
But again, this fear may be happening 
quite automatically, based on an idea or 
belief about ourselves. So there may be 

no need for fear to resist or fear its idea 
of itself. In other words, fear may not 
be the problem it seems to be. Perhaps 
then, this conditioned fear can move 
freely and non-verbally within us as 
it actually is, unwinding itself without 
interference. 

Finally, when fear or any conditioning 
moves wholly in freedom in this way, 
is there anything separate present? Has 
something come to an end? When 
there is no desire for ourselves and our 
conditioning to be other than it is, love 
seems to be somehow involved.
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Inquiring Into Our Inner Movement
D A N  K I L P A T R I C K  |  P R O G R A M  F A C I L I T A T O R

Dan Kilpatrick will facilitate an online 
program in October with the same title as this 

article. For more information visit
kfa.org/inner
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Summer/Fall 2021Foundation

Focus including Oak Grove School and
the Krishnamurti Center


